PRESS RELEASE
KOMPAÏ, the reference robot for healthcare
Biarritz (France), February 27th, 2020:

KOMPAÏ robotics, after 10 years of research and development,

officially starts selling the Kompaï robot, for health organizations such as nursing homes and hospitals. This
initial version is primarily intended for establishments wishing to be accompanied in their robotic transition, but
also for solution integrators, thanks to customization possibilities, both in terms of hardware and software.
“The Kompaï robot is unique in its kind because it was designed with health organizations and only for them”
states Vincent Dupourqué, Founder and CEO of the company. “We think it will become THE reference robot in
healthcare, in particular thanks to its patented mobility assistance capabilities. To facilitate its deployment, we
have also set up a support program for healthcare organizations wishing to start integrating robotics into their
operational processes”.
This commercialization is the outcome of many years of research which demonstrates the maturity of this
long-awaited technologies by healthcare stakeholders.
Kompaï is the new generation of robots, more than ever multifunctional, but which include needs of sectoral
acceptability and profitability developed in partnership with the concerned operators, and optimized according
to their needs.
For this, Kompaï was designed with 2 main objectives: to help healthcare professionals in their repetitive daily
tasks, but also to help patients, regardless of where they live.
First, its external aspect was the subject of several focus groups: the shape, the dimensions, the slightly
humanoid aspect but not too much… are the results of a long work which aimed to define the acceptance of
these robots in healthcare, by staff, patients, families and visitors.
Then, its modularity was studied to allow it to perform the main tasks that have been identified by our pioneer
partners, in nursing homes and hospitals: animation tours, surveillance tours, mobility assistance to resident,
individual and collective distractions, small logistics in public areas ... but also to allow many other functions
over time.
The Kompaï robot is designed for B2B use, 24/7, therefore using reliable and robust industrial components,
with a lifespan which can reach 10 years ! Due to its modular design, it is an evolving product.

ABOUT KOMPAÏ robotics
KOMPAÏ robotics is a robotics startup installed in the Basque Country, and created in 2016 by taking over a part of the
assets of the company ROBOSOFT.
KOMPAÏ robotics has 2 activities:
●

Providing robotic solutions to assist frail people and their carers, intended for health establishments but also for
home care. It is the product line of KOMPAÏ robots.

●

ROBOSOFT Consulting, engineering and consulting activity, which aims to support their customers in their
robotic transition regardless of their field of activity. For this, we develop proofs of concept, set usage scenarios,
participate in the industrialization and deployment of their robotic solutions ...

See:

www.kompai.com
www.kompairobotics.com

Contacts: vincent.dupourque@kompai.com
marie.fromanger@kompai.com.
Our social networks:
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/25844328/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/kompaitherobot/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/KompaiTheRobot
Youtube: https: / /www.youtube.com/channel/UCeItnBK5YS1XpTEOXZquTXw
Videos:
Pitch: https://youtu.be/tb3oLZ_LrEo
FRANCE 3 report: https://youtu.be/s1l87d1d8bI
Functions of the Kompai robot : https://youtu.be/nrHQv6n1fJY

